Sermon #2 of Conference 2008
SALATS, BOWING & PROSTRATION:
COMMAND THROUGH ABSOLUTENESS OF ALLAH
+ SALAT PURIFIED THROUGH MESSENGERS
The Salat is Decreed for the Believers at Specific Times of the Day:
4:103 Part: The Salat are decreed for the believers at specific times.
Revealed: The messenger’s initials are 14 and his letters are 19 – the Sacredly Coded and
Perfectly Customized Salat for the Messenger and the believers who follow him, is
revealed herein by the LORD OF THE UNIVERSE, glory be to HIM.
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 33 and messenger’s letters are 19, the difference is 14
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 33 and messenger’s initials are 14, the difference is 19
Revealed: The Allah Letters are 11 and the Quranic Initials are 25, the difference is 14
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 6 and Quranic Initials are 25, the difference is 19
Revealed: The Verse is composed of 7 Arabic Words and the messenger’s initials are 14, the
Sacred Codes of 7-14.
Revealed: The Verse is composed of 7 Arabic Words, the messenger’s initials are 14, and
the messenger’s letters are 19 – the profoundly Coded Salat encompasses all 3 Sacred
Codes of 7 – 14 – 19, Praise be to ALLAH.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters for the verse is 131 and of the messenger are 586.
The sum of digits of 131 is 5, confirming the 5 daily Salats, and the sum of digits of 586 is 19,
confirming the 5 coded Salats decreed by ALLAH, as taught to the messenger, under His
Absolute Authority of ONE (Waahed) – the LORD and MASTER of the Universe.
Revealed: The sum of digits of GV of Allah letters 131 is 5, while the sum of digits of GV of
586 for the messenger is 19, the difference in 19 and 5 is 14 – the Profound Miracle of 7
Pairs.
4:103 Part of Verse on Salat:
Revealed: The GV of all Arabic letters in the most important verse on the command of
SALAT is 1997, revealing the year in which I was appointed a messenger of ALLAH, and
granted the “customized revelations” which are being confirmed now by the grace and mercy
of ALLAH, Subhanahoo. This opens up the verse and a revelation through Verse 19:97 of
the Quran.
4:103 Part of Verse on Salat:
Revealed: The GV of the Quranic Initialed letters in part of Verse 4:103 above is 771. This
opens up the verse and a revelation through Verse 7:71 of the Quran.
4:103 Part of Verse on Salat:
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Revealed: The Quranic Initialed Letters are 25 and the Arabic Letters are 33 in the verse;
these numbers open up the verse and a revelation through Verse 25:33 of the Quran.

19:97 We thus made this (Quran) elucidated in your tongue, in order to deliver good news to the
righteous, and to warn with it the opponents.
7:71 He said, "You have incurred condemnation and wrath from your Lord. Do you argue with me in
defense of innovations you have fabricated - you and your parents - which were never authorized by
GOD? Therefore, wait and I will wait along with you."
25:33 Whatever argument they come up with, we provide you with the truth, and a better
understanding.
These 3 Verses have been revealed as “A Revelation” from the Almighty ALLAH originating out of
the numbers carved in Verse 4:103, and provide a complete subject matter on its own, basically
covering the entire Quran, considering that ALLAH has made reference in the 3 Verses to:
1. The Quran, granted to the messenger; explained in your tongue to deliver good news to the
righteous, and to warn with it the opponents.
2. The messenger, delivering the message to all the people who have engaged in hypocrisy and
idol worship through the innovations and fabrications of themselves and their parents before the
messenger was sent, and following laws and corrupt practices which were never authorized by
the Most Gracious; and finally the messenger supported by the Lord of the Universe with:
3. The truth and the better understanding of the words, revelations, and laws of ALLAH
granted to the messenger to nullify the argument of the hypocrites and the disbelievers.

To confirm the above “Customized Salat” inspired to the messenger as well as the “customized
revelations” of the Quran having been revealed to him, the Most High confirms through yet another
important Verse that the messenger and those following him are the truly guided ones and will be the
winners in the end. This confirmation is through the same pattern of “Revelation of 1,” the
“Revelation of 7 Pairs,” and the unique and special “Sacred Codes of 14 and 19” through the letters
of the messenger.
2:5 Part 1: These are guided by their Lord.
Part 2: These are the winners.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 1 and 2, the difference is 1.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and 6, the difference is 1.
Revealed: The messenger’s initials are 7 and 7, perfectly coded on Seven Pairs.
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Revealed: Entire Verse: The messenger’s initials are 14 and messenger’s letters are 19 ;
perfectly coded through the Sacred Codes of 19 and 14.
Revealed: Entire Verse: The GV of Allah letters is 168 and GV of the messenger’s letters
are 464, the difference is 296, perfectly coded to reveal the word “Messenger – 296” who has
been guided by ALLAH to observe the Salat for Him, and to teach the submitters who follow
ALLAH’S path.
The Command to observe the Salat through Verse 4:103, revealed the GV of the verse as 1997 – the
year the messenger was authorized and appointed by ALLAH, Most Merciful, to receive His
revelations, and Verse 2:5 which confirms that the messenger is guided by his LORD reveals the
difference in gematric values of Allah and of His messenger to be 296 for “Messenger or Rasool.”
The word guided applies when the Lord and Master - ALLAH, decides to pick, choose, teach, and
guide the individual messenger to the correct path under inspiration from Him. The believers who
follow the messenger are similarly guided or they can be inspired to believe and follow the
messenger in order to be guided.
The believers are the winners in the end as they were guided by ALLAH through His messenger, just
as the revelations point out through the numbers 296, the Seven Pairs Revelation, the Sacred Codes
of 14 and 19, and the Supreme Revelations of Allah letters and Aleefs revealing the difference of
1.
This is Proof enough from the Most High, Most Wise for authorizing, granting, revealing, inspiring,
approving, and accepting from the ones whom He chooses to guide and bestow His mercy upon. This is
the “Customized Salat” and “Customized Guidance” covering all aspects of the Quran and the
enlightened teachings inspired by ALLAH, the Most Merciful.
19:55 Part: He was acceptable to his LORD.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 7 and GV of messenger’s letters is 158, the sum is 165,
revealing the Absoluteness of ALLAH.
19:57 We raised him to an honorable rank.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 38 and GV of messenger’s letters is 186, the difference
is 148, for Alhumdo Lillah.
Note that the GV of Allah letters for each verse are 7 and 38, revealing both Codes.
Revealed: 19:55 & 19:57: The messenger’s letters are 6 and 6 – Perfectly Matched to reveal
the Glorified Name of ALLAH – 66.
Revealed: Both Verses: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 12 to reveal the
name of the messenger 128 for Husain.
1:1 to 1:7 (First set of Seven Verses of Quran). The Allah letters are 49 and messenger’s letters are
79.
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2:1 to 2:7 (Second set of Seven Verses of Quran). The Allah letters are 78 and the messenger’s
letters are 156.
The Miracle of Even and Odd: The 1st set of 7 verses, 1:1 to 1:7, reveals the Allah letters to be
49 and the messenger’s letters as 79 – both of them are ODD. (The sum of 49 + 79 = 128, revealing
the name of the messenger, Husain, 128).
The 2nd set of 7 verses, 2:1 to 2:7, reveals the Allah letters as 78 and the messenger’s letters as 156 –
both of them are EVEN.
This is the MIRACLE of: “BY THE EVEN AND ODD,” as given in Verse 89:3, glory be to
ALLAH.
These initial 14 Verses constitute the “profound Proof of the Seven Pairs” as well as the proof of
“By the Even and the Odd,” thus proving the great Quran, as per Verses 15:87 and 89:3. These
include the letters of Allah and those of the coded messenger, Ahmad, prophesied in 61:6, fulfilling
the Quranic Prophecy – the messenger whose name letters are coded in the entire Scripture and the
one who brings profound Signs from His Lord.
1:1- 1:7 The Allah letters are 49 (Odd)
2:1 – 2:7, The Allah letters are 78 (Even)
Revealed: By combining the numbers, they reveal the “1st Sacred Code” : 4978 =19 x 262
1:1 – 1:7 The messenger’s letters are 79 (Odd)
2:1 – 2:7 The messenger’s letters are 156 (Even)
Revealed: By combining the numbers, they reveal the 2nd Sacred Code : 79156 = 14 x 5654
Chapter 1: Seven Verses: 1:1 – 1:7
The messenger’s letters are 79.
Chapter 2: Seven Verses: 2:1 - 2:7
The messenger’s letters are 156, the precise difference is 77 – the “great proof of the Seven
Pairs” is revealed through the 14 Verses.
The Allah letters are 49 and 78 in each set of 7 verses, which reveal the difference of 29. This
number represents the split of 29 chapters which are marked with the Quranic Initialed letters, while
the remaining 85 chapters are not marked with these letters. It also represents the split of 29 chapters
which do not have the word “Allah” mentioned in them, while the remaining 85 chapters have the
Glorified Name of Allah mentioned in them.
The 1st Occurrence of the word “Prostrate” as revealed through the Original Revelation of Quran
to prophet Muhammad occurs in the very first chapter revealed to him, called “The Embryo” and in
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Verse No. 19. Just like the Quran was inspired to him, so was the understanding and knowledge behind
the command of bowing, prostration, and the way to observe the Salat. This is why it is marked under
the verse given the number 19, and now proven through the current messenger’s letters as well.
96:19 You shall not obey him; you shall fall prostrate and draw nearer.
Revealed: Allah letters 7 and messenger’s letters are also 7 to reveal the Seven Pairs.
Revealed: The Verse Number is 19 and the letters of Allah and His messenger are 14, to
reveals the Sacred Codes of 19 and 14.
Revealed: The Verse No. is 19 and the Arabic Letters are 20, the difference is 1
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 69 and of the messenger is 234, the difference is 165.
The Message from ALLAH who is the Absolute Lord in Initiation, Creation, Control,
Command, Decision Making, Accountability, Reckoning, Exercising His superior will over His
creatures, Granting of life and death, Resurrecting, Provider of all provisions, and to make sure
His creatures are subservient to Him, is part of the Absolute Authority, and much more, which
is immediately inspired and conveyed to His messengers, so that they understand the value
behind ALLAH’s commands and refrain from rebelling in any way, except to submit a total
submission.
Through the example of this messenger who is marked through the letters of his name with the Sacred
Codes of 19 and 14, I will recite a couple of verses on the conveyance of Absolute Authority to the
messengers when they are inspired and chosen by the Grantor, the Absolute ALLAH.
6:14 Say, "Shall I accept other than GOD as a Lord and Master, when He is the Initiator of the
heavens and the earth, and He feeds but is not fed?" Say, "I am commanded to be the most devoted
submitter, and, `Do not be an idol worshiper.' "
** The messenger is commanded through this verse to accept ALLAH as his Lord and Master and to
follow the guided path dictated and inspired by Him, in order to submit to Him, and not to follow the
commands of anyone else except ALLAH, otherwise it would constitute accepting other lords and
masters and the gross sin of idolatry. It is a strong command and carries the heavy proof revealed
hereby.
Revealed: The Aleefs in the verse are 17 and the total Allah letters are 31, the difference is 14.
This is the “Proof of the Seven Pairs” through which The Omniscient has communicated with
the messenger. I hear and I obey my LORD’s command.
6:14 Part: Say, "Shall I accept other than GOD as a Lord and Master, when He is the Initiator of the
heavens and the earth.
Revealed: The Allah letters in this part are 15 and the messenger’s letters are 14, the
difference is 1.
Note that the messenger’s letters are coded under the “Revelation of Seven Pairs” to draw his
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attention to the inspiration and the message being communicated by the Initiator of the
heavens and the earth.
*** ALLAH is the ONE who provides and feeds His creatures, but does not need to be fed – be he
Exalted. The proofs from the short part of the verse are defining to this truth and fact.
6:14 Part: And He (ALLAH) feeds (His creatures and provides for them).
6:14 Part: But does not need to be fed. (He is Exalted and Distinguished from His creations)
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 7 and 7, revealing the Proof through the Sacred Code of 7
Pairs. The Total No. of Arabic Letters are 14, split up as 7 and 7 - glory be to Allah.
Revealed: The Quranic Initials are 5 and 6, the difference is 1 - Praise be to Allah.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 1 and 2, the difference is 1 - Allah is Exalted.
Ultimate Proof of Exaltation of ALLAH through the messenger’s letters:
6:14
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 4 and 4 – Perfectly Matched to back up the Truth of
ALLAH’s Words that He creates and provides for His creatures while keeping nothing for
Himself, as He does not need them. He is the Only Creator and the Best Provider. With this
kind of unique and most supreme attribute, the believers are commanded to say “Alhumdo
Lillah” which are the words of praise revealed through the gematric values of the messenger’s
letters. He accepts from those whom He has chosen as His righteous servants.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are 62 + 86 for each part, the sum for the verse is
148. The No. 148 is the GV of the words – Alhumdo Lillah. These numbers are further proven
through the Coding of Seven Pairs, as 6286 = 14 x 449
The quotient or the ending number of 449 now opens up a new revelation, through 4:49 and 44:9.
4:49 Have you noted those who exalt themselves? Instead, GOD is the One who exalts whomever He
wills, without the least injustice.
44:9 Indeed, they are doubtful, heedless.
6:14 Part: “I am commanded to be the most devoted submitter.”
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is a perfect 66, and the GV of messenger’s letters is a
perfect 462 for Al-Furqan or the Statute Book. The number 462 is a multiple of 7 and 14, and
reveals the Glorified Name of ALLAH, as 462 = 7 x 66
6:14 Part: "I am commanded to be the most devoted submitter, and, do not be an idol worshiper.”
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is reveals the straight-forward command to the messenger
by spelling out his name as 128 for Husain, Subhan Allah.
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Note that the Verse Number is 14; this is followed up by 2 Verses for the messenger bearing the
Sacred Codes of 19 and 14 through his name letters.
6:15 Say, "I fear, if I disobeyed my Lord, the retribution of an awesome day.
Revealed: The letters of the messenger are a perfect 14 – the 1st Sacred Code.
6:16 "Whoever is spared (the retribution), on that day, has attained His mercy. And this is the greatest
triumph."
Revealed: The letters of the messenger are a perfect 19 – the 2nd Sacred Code.
Through the (same) chapter, Allah enlightens us that the disbelievers and hypocrites will
discourage, distract, and enjoin the believers from doing their Salat for Allah. The command for
the messenger and the believers in given in Verse 19 with the stunning and awesome proofs;
the Most Gracious gives us a pair of verses through the same code of 19 except that this is
revealed through the pattern of 9 and 10 – another way to write 19.
96:9 Have you seen the one who enjoins.
96:10 Others from praying (their Salat)?
Revealed: Both Verses: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 9, the difference
is 1
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 162 for Al-Salat and Al-Islam, Subhan Allah.
The Absoluteness is also reflected through the perfection in the creation of the human being. For
worship practices, one of the most vivid physical evidence is in the hands and the feet. The basic
function of the hands is to work with them and the feet are used for walking. Together, they can
perform a host of multiple functions. In addition to these, the tongue and lips help to speak and
communicate with others. The utterances are released through the mouth of which the lips and the
tongue are a part. The specific design of the various organs; inside and outside of the body - add to the
glory of Allah – the Creator and Designer of everything. The most important function of the hands,
feet, lips and tongue is narrated through the Quran and required by GOD to participate in the
observance of Salat, giving out Zakat, and to glorify and praise our Lord. All the humans, including
their hands, feet, tongue, and skins will be held accountable on the Day of Judgment.
The belief and worship practices are matched and tied in to this physical evidence so that no human
being will be able to deny something that was so apparent, and created for a specific purpose by
ALLAH. The Most Gracious thus provides the revelations from the Quran to match our hands, feet,
tongue and lips.
Note that all the humans are given 5 fingers in each hand and foot as a general rule, except when GOD
wants to show a miracle by creating more or less. This will perfectly match with the following in the
Quran:
1. Points of Belief:
Belief in Allah, the angels, the scriptures, the messengers, and the Last Day.
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- These are a count of 5.
4:136 Part: Anyone who refuses to believe in ALLAH, and His angels, and His scriptures, and His
messengers, and the Last Day, has indeed strayed far astray.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 up to Last Day, covering the 5 points of belief, and 19 in
the entire verse quoted above, thus proving the requirement of belief through the Sacred
Codes. The GV of 19 Allah letters is 296 for messenger, as everything revealed by GOD is
through His messengers.
*** Look at the fingers of your right hand – do they not match with the count given in the verse
regarding the belief required by GOD?
Say YES or NO.
2. Worship Practices:
(1) Proclaiming the Shahadah - La Elaha Ella Allah, observing the (2) Salat,(3) Zakat, (4) Al-Seyaam
(Fasting) and (5) Hajj (Pilgrimage). These are 5 also.
The 1st one is the starting point – the proclamation of the Shahadah. By reciting it, you declare
voluntarily that ALLAH is indeed ONE. With this proclamation, you state your will and intention to
submit to the One God, by upholding His laws given in the Quran. Many proofs have been shown to
you all, but I will briefly explain again.
It is composed of 12 Arabic Letters and the Allah letters are also 12. The GV of Allah letters and of
the Arabic Letters is 165. The remaining worship practices will not be pure if this is recited
incorrectly or is altered and distorted in any way, which means your worship practices will be
unacceptable to the Lord of the Universe. The Shahadah proclaiming One God is perfectly designed to
match with the worship practices.
Shahadah: La Elaha Ella Allah
Al-Salat
Al-Zakat
Al-Seyaam
Al-Hajj

Allah Letters are 12 and GV is 165
Allah letters are 4 with a GV of 66 designed to
match perfectly with the Glorified Name of Allah
Allah letters are 3 with a GV of 36
Allah letters are 3 with a GV of 32
Allah letters are 2 with a GV of 31

Revealed: The number of letters in worship practices adds up to (4+3+3+2) = 12, and the GV’S add to
(66+36+32+31) = 165 – Perfectly Matching with the Shahadah, Subhan Allah.
*** Look at the fingers on your left hand – do they not match with the count given in the worship
practices dictated by ALLAH, the Most Merciful? Say YES or NO.
6:162 Say, “My Salat, my worship practices, my life and my death, are all devoted absolutely to Allah,
the Lord of the Universe.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and the messenger’s letters are 26, the difference is 14.
6:163 “He has no partner. This is what I am commanded to believe, and I am the first to submit.”
Revealed: 6:162-163 The Allah letters are 12 and 13, the difference is 1 – GOD is absolutely
ONE, and He has no partners.
Revealed: Both Verses: The Allah letters are 25 and messenger’s letters are 44, the difference
is 19.
6:163 Part: “He has no partner.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 4 and messenger’s letters are 3, the difference is 1.
Revealed: The 4 Allah letters have the GV of precisely 66, Subhan Allah.
*** It is now the proven truth that ALLAH has no partner; this is what the messenger has been
guided to prove to all the people who disbelieve in ALLAH. The special configuration of the
messenger’s letters along with the letters of ALLAH is proof enough of the wisdom, sovereignty and
absoluteness of ALLAH.
Hence, Allah, Most Wise has proven through the revelation of the Sacred Codes of 14 and 19 through
Verses 6:162-163, what He means by worship of God Alone and having no partners. The devotion of
worship and reverence of Allah is conditioned upon belief in His messengers. By worshiping Him
through the revelations sent down to the messengers constitutes the worship of GOD alone, as the
proofs clearly indicate. There is a clear path laid out to prove that the individual does worship Allah
and fully regards His Absolute Authority. I recite to you a verse which will not provide a clear meaning
by reading only, but through the hidden revelations of GOD just revealed will open up the meaning to
all of us. This is regarding seeking the ways and means in order to reverence Allah.
5:35 Part 1: O you who believe, you shall reverence ALLAH.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 13 and messenger’s letters are 12, the difference is 1
5:35 Part 2: And seek the ways and means to Him.
Revealed: Allah letters are 9 and messenger’s letters are 10, the difference is 1, the sum is 19.
5:35 Part 3: And strive in His cause, that you may succeed.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 14 – the Seven Pairs Code
5:35 Part 2: And seek the ways and means to Him.
5:35 Part 3-A: And strive in His cause.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are 190 and 124, the difference is 66, Subhan Allah
5:35 Part 2: And seek the ways and means to Him.
5:35 Part 3: And strive in His cause so that you may succeed.
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Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are 190 and 318, the difference is 128, Subhan Allah
*** The word – Al –Waseelah (Ways and Means).
Revealed: The Allah letters are 4 and messenger’s letters are 5, the difference is 1
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is a perfect 66, Subhan Allah.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 66 and of messenger is 136, the sum is 202 for LORD.
The complex verse has been made easy to understand now by God’s mercy and grace. Each part is
explained in detail – the gist of the matter is that the messengers act, and are the ways and means to
the Lord, as He communicates His revelations and messages through them, and all commands and tests
are conducted through them. This is why each portion is so precisely marked to elaborate the meaning.
3. Salat:
The most important of the worship practices is the act of the Salat which the submitting person has to
observe 5 times daily. Comprehensive proofs to reveal the precise number of salats, which are 5 – no
more and no less, as well as the times of the day and night to observe the Salat are commanded
through the verses of the Quran, which are as follows:
11:114 You shall observe the Salat at both ends of the day, and during the night. The righteous works
wipe out the evil works. This is a reminder for those who would take heed.
*** There are 2 ends to the day – the beginning of the day which is Dawn and the ending of the day,
which is sunset. This constitutes the Fajr Salat and the Maghrib Salat. The Salat during the night is the
Ishaa Salat. This verse provides 3 different Salat times out of the 5 commanded. Parts 1 and 2 of the
verse are marked with 14 and 7 Allah letters.
17:78 Part: You shall observe the Salat when the sun declines from its highest point at noon, as it
moves towards sunset. (This is the Afternoon or Zuhar salat).
2:238 You shall consistently observe (maintain) the Salat, and observe (especially) the middle salat,
and devote yourselves totally to Allah. (The middle is the Asr Salat).
Through the 3 Verses, ALLAH has given us the count of 5 daily salats. What is the middle of 5? If
you place 2 on one side and 2 on the other side to balance, it equals 4. You still have one left over to
account for. After 2, the number comes 3, so the 3rd salat is the middle, which is the Asr salat. If we
take the GV of Allah letters in Al-Fajr and Al-Zohar, the 2 salats on one side, it is 67. When we take
Al-Maghrib and Al-Ishaa on the other side, the GV of Allah letters is 63, the difference between these
numbers is 4, and we have accounted for only 4 salats by name. This is the matching proof. This proves
that according to the times given, there are truly 5 salats, with Al-Asr being the middle salat.
PROOF: 3 Verses + Number of Allah letters in verses 63 = 66 – Allah.
PROOF: 3 Verses + sum of verse numbers 238+114+78 = 433 – Lord of the universe.
PROOF: The actual parts of verses on Salat have the specific Aleefs of Absoluteness as: 6 in
11:114 5 in 17:78 and 4 in 2:238 with the difference of 1. Praise be to Allah.
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2:238 Part: You shall consistently observe and maintain the Salats.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5, proving that the Salats are 5 daily.
2:238 Part: You shall consistently observe and maintain the Salats.
Part: And observe the middle salat.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and 6, the difference is 1
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7 and 8, the difference is 1
Revealed: The part on middle salat is marked with GV of messenger’s letters to be 178.
11:114 Part: You shall observe the Salat.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 denoting and proving the 5 daily salats.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 5 again proving the 5 daily salats.
*** Look at the fingers of your right foot. Are they not 5 to match with the count of 5 daily Salats?
Say YES or NO.
4. Times to Glorify before and after each Salat called Tasbeeh.
The verses match the prayer observance times. There is no limit on “Tasbeeh – glorification of Allah”
but the 5 times before and after the Salat, are part of the worship practices.
20:130 Therefore, be patient in the face of their utterances, and praise and glorify your Lord before
sunrise and before sunset. And during the night glorify Him, as well as at both ends of the day, that you
may be happy. (These glorification times serve the 3 salats – Fajr, Maghrib, and Ishaa).
30:18 All praise is due to Him in the heavens and the earth, throughout the evening, as well as in the
middle of your day. (These times serve the 2 salats – Asr and Zuhar).
The above covered the 5 times of glorification in line with the Salat times and are commands from the
Almighty GOD.
*** Look at the remaining fingers of your left foot. Are they not 5 to match with the 5 counts
mentioned in the verses for glorification of Allah?
Say YES or NO.
There are no limits on “Tasbeeh – glorification of Allah” but the 5 times before and after the Salat, are
part of the worship practices. Glorification at other times does earn you extra rewards and brings you
closer to the Creator.
Night and Day covered through the glorification of Allah:
52:49 Also during the night glorify Him, and at dawn as the stars fade away.
30:17 Therefore, you shall glorify ALLAH when you retire at night, and when you rise in the morning.
50:39 Therefore, be patient in the face of their utterances, and praise and glorify your Lord before
sunrise, and before sunset.
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33:41-42 O you who believe, you shall remember ALLAH frequently. You shall glorify Him day and
night.
So the Most Gracious has proven through the Quran about the gift of hands and feet and the count of
fingers created for you. They match perfectly with the commands to worship Allah and in the manner
that He has commanded. Alhumdo Lillah.
Purpose of Two Eyes, a Tongue and Two Lips:
90:8 Did we not give him two eyes?
90:9 A tongue and two lips?
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and 3, the difference is 2 – idolatry committed by the
majority through their tongues and lips.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 9 and 7, the difference is 2 – the majority will
disbelieve and disobey the messenger and not use their eyes to agree with the Truth, nor use
their tongue and lips to recite the glorified words of Allah and to do the Salat for Him, as the
messenger instructs them to do.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters for both verses is 128 – the correct path to follow is the
path along with the messenger, 128.
90:10 Did we not show him the two paths?
90:11 He should choose the difficult path.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7 and 7 – the right path at this time is through the
messenger blessed with the Miracle of the Seven Pairs.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters for both verses is 109, the difference in the 2 sets of
verses is 19.
To sum up the rationale and the reason behind the creation of the hands and the feet and their purpose,
which is to observe the Salat for Allah, along with the tongue in the mouth, which plays the pivotal role
of reciting the Salat and to glorify Him, GOD has given us an appropriate verse which will bear the
supreme testimony of 5 daily salats to confirm all of the above proofs. It is a complex verse and the
proofs have been revealed while typing out the verse.
24:24 The day will come when their own tongues, hands, and feet will bear witness to everything they
had done.
In this verse, I will separate the part on tongues, hands and feet from the remaining verse to show you
the effect of the revelation contained within, with the will of my Lord. The break-up of the verse in this
manner is being done to show you the hidden proofs.
Part: The day will come - will bear witness to everything they had done.
Part: When their own tongues, hands, and feet.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and 8, the difference is 1. This proves the reason behind the
creation of tongues, hands, and feet, which was to use them for the worship of Allah. These
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parts will bear witness that the disbelieving soul was really a disbeliever when it came to
obeying the commands of One God.
Revealed: The Arabic letters are 26 and 21, the difference is 5. Remember the Proofs of 5 for
everything I showed you earlier.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 73 and 78, the difference is 5. Remember the Proofs of
5 points of belief, the 5 acts of worship, the 5 daily salats, and the 5 times glorification with the
salats that was mandated upon the people, but most of them failed to obey GOD.
Revealed: The chapter and verse number given by Allah is 24 and 24 – a matching pair. Now
reflect that He matched all the worship practices with the 5 fingers of each organ, hence the
reason for the verse 24:24 with matching numbers.
To highlight the consequences awaiting the disbelievers who did not carry out the commands of the
Lord, He has given us another similar verse mainly to reveal the severity of the crime of idolatry
committed by the arrogant and the disobedient.
24:24 The day will come when their own tongues, hands, and feet will bear witness to everything they
had done.
36:65 On that day we will seal their mouths; their hands and feet will bear witness to everything they
had done.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 6 and 8, the difference is 2 – Idolatry.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 15 and 17, the difference is 2 – Idolatry.
Revealed: The GV’S of Allah letters are 151 and 153, the difference is 2 – Idolatry.
Revealed: The Allah letters for both verses are (15+17) = 32. The Arabic Letters for both
verses are (47+56) = 103. There is only 1 chapter in the Quran that bears these numbers as the
great testimony or our LORD.
Open up chapter 32 and read the name of the chapter. What does it say? It says in clear and bold
words – Al-Sajdah, the GV is 103. This proves the fate of the vast majority of the people who
neglected and failed to submit completely to the Lord of the Universe, as they never regarded and
observed ALLAH as ONE, nor did they regard and accept His Absolute Authority. They did exactly
what their leader, Iblees or satan did, which was to refuse and reject ALLAH’S command when asked
to prostrate before Adam. The GV of Iblees has been matched by assigning it the value of 103 also, to
single out the rebellious, disobedient, and arrogant creature, who was then demoted from the rank of an
angel to a jinn. Those who followed him by disobeying God’s commands will be lumped and classified
as disbelievers who had spent their lives in a state of idolatry and their souls came back empty. Why
would the mouths be sealed on that Day? Because they did not use their tongues for the righteous
reasons that it was created for; moreover, by sealing the mouths, they will not be able to utter anything
in their defense, nor will any excuse be accepted from them.
The last occurrence of the verse on Salat occurs in 107:5. This will provide the much deserved proofs
for the believers. It is marked through the name letters of the messenger sent with the Ultimate
Miracles of GOD.
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107:4 And woe to those who observe the Salat.
107:5 Who are totally heedless of their Salat (prayers).
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 9 and 10, the difference is 1, the sum is 19.
The word “Salaatayhim – their salats” has the GV of 566. Note that the number 5 and 66 reveals the
5 daily salats observed for Allah, Subhanahoo. The sum of the digits (5+6+6) also reveals the number
17 which are the daily “rakahs – units” in the 5 salats. Also note that the last verse on Salat is marked
under the number 5 to confirm the 5 daily salats.
*** To match the Miracle of 5 Salats and the number of fingers in your hands and feet, which are also
5, the Most Gracious has precisely given 5 chapters in the Quran with names which match with the 5
daily times of salats. They are as follows:
COMMEMORATION OF ALLAH CREATES THE CONTACT AND BRINGS YOU CLOSER
TO HIM:
73:7 You have a lot to time during the day for other matters.
73:8 You shall commemorate the name of your Lord, to come ever closer and closer to Him.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 5 and 4, the difference is 1.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and 8, the difference is 1.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 100 and 99, the difference is 1.
73:8 You shall commemorate the name of your Lord, to come ever closer and closer to Him.
73:9 Lord of the east and the west; there is no god besides Him. You should choose Him as your
advocate.
Command to Messenger & Believers: The Allah letters are 8 and 17, to reveal the name of
the messenger, Makbool, through the Pattern of 178.
Revealed: 73:8 GV of Allah letters is 99 and of messenger is 228, the sum is 327, Al Rasool
Verse 73:8 has GV of Allah letters as 99. When you commemorate His Glorified Name 66, it
becomes 165, thus bringing you closer and closer to Him.
Chapters in line with 5 times of daily Salat:
They are chapters 89 Dawn; chapter 92 the Night; chapter 93 the Forenoon; chapter 103 The
Afternoon; and chapter 113 The Daybreak. The complex mix of Allah letters and the messenger’s
letters in the chapter names are as follows:
Al-Fajr
Al-Layl
Al-Duhaa

Allah Letters
2
4
2
14

My Letters
1
4
3

Al-Asr
Al-Falaq
Total

2
3
13

1
3
12

Revealed: Allah letters are 13 and messenger’s letters 12, the difference is 1 – Praise be to
ALLAH, Most High.
The spelling of Al-Salat: The Allah letters are 4, the messenger’s letters are 3, the difference
is 1.
The GV of Allah letters is 66, and the GV of messenger’s letters is also 66, Perfectly
Matching, and revealing the Glorified Name of Allah, Subhanahoo.
The Salat has been translated in English as the “Contact Prayer” by Rashad Khalifa, which was
inspired to him by Allah. I will now show you a Great Miracle to prove that the contact created
through the purified Salat taught by the messengers does connect to Allah, as the Salat is inspired to
them. The whole purpose is to create contact with ALLAH, Lord of the Universe through the salats.
This contact through the purified Salat brings you closer to Allah, while the lack of contact by
disregarding the Salat exiles you further and further away from Him.
Therefore, I am going to write the Allah letters in sequence, followed by my (human) letters after them,
in a straight line, to see if it does make the necessary contact with GOD.
2,4,2,2,3,1,4,3,1,3 = 19 x 127490227

Alhumdo Lillah

Now, I am going to write my letters preceding Allah letters to show you the contact is valid, and
connects to Allah, as it is confirmed by the second overlapping Code of 7.
1,4,3,1,3,2,4,2,2,3 = 7 x 204474889

Subhan Allah

*** Those who follow me, and recite the Salat as I have taught them, will indeed connect to
GOD through their worship, as it is approved by the Omniscient, the Absolute.
Revealed: The sum of chapters is: 89+93+103+113+92 = 490 = 14 x 7 x 5. Note that the
Miracle of Seven Pairs envelops the chapters with the ending answer being 5 for the number of
daily salats.
The sum of verses is: 30 + 21 + 11 + 3 + 5 = 70 = 14 x 5
Praise be to GOD, the ending answer each time is 5, representing the 5 Salats in each day. They are
under the Code of the Seven Pairs, as you can observe and witness.
The count of the word, “LORD” in all forms, whether it be my Lord, your Lord, their Lord, occurs in
each chapter in the following sequence: 8,1,3,0,1 = 19 x 4279
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The total count of the word, “LORD” occurs 8 + 1 + 3 + 0 + 1 = 13 times, and the “Allah” letters in
the chapter names also occurs 13 times, thus “Perfectly Matching” each other. They are under both
the Divine Codes of 14 and 19, as you have seen. What does the Matching Pattern mean for us? It
means, that those who are guided through the messengers recite a Salat inspired by Allah through
specific matching words approved by Him. The example is very clear that when you recite the “AlFatehah” it is matched by your lips touching 19 times. The Proof is also in the Sura “Al-Fatehah”
which has 49 Allah letters with 79 letters of the messenger to total 128, thereby revealing the name
of the messenger blessed with all these revelations, Subhan Allah. If the rest of the Salat is also recited
as the messenger has taught you, then you will be reciting the Perfect Salat, which is matched in
content, words, and proofs by the Most High. This will please Him, and He has approved it. This is
why the Allah letters and those of the messenger bear a difference of 1 through the 5 chapters.
If you observe one more time, the name of the Lord is mentioned in these 5 chapters sequenced through
a pattern which is divisible by 19. They occur for a total of 13 times, whereas my name letters in the
chapter names occur 12 times, revealing the difference of 1. This is God’s approval and mercy for me
and those who follow me. The number 1 – the great and profound Revelation, is a sure answer and
Proofs for all of our concerns and questions.
Let me now show you another Miracle. This time I take the 5 chapters named after the 5 salats, and
also write down the names of 5 daily salats. Hence, examine the chart.
Chapter Names:
Al-Fajr – Allah letters are:
Al-Layl – Allah letters are:
Al-Duhaa – Allah letters are:
Al-Asr – Allah letters are:
Al-Falaq – Allah letters are:

2
4
2
2
3

my letters are:
my letters are:
my letters are:
my letters are:
my letters are:

=====
Totals:

1
4
3
1
3
======

13

12

Names of Salats:
Al-Fajr – Allah letters are:
Al-Zohar – Allah letters are:
Al-Asr – Allah letters are:
Al-Maghrib – Allah letters are:
Al-Ishaa – Allah letters are:
Totals:

2
3
2
2
3
=====

my letters are:
my letters are:
my letters are:
my letters are:
my letters are:

12

1
1
1
3
1
====
7

NOTE: The names of the daily salats reveals the sum of 19 with Allah letters and those of His
messenger (12+7) = 19
16

NOTE: The chapter names of 5 times of salats reveals the difference of 1 as Allah letters
were 13 and messenger’s letters were 12.
NOTE: The chapter names and the Salat names reveals the Allah letters to be 13 and 12, the
difference is 1
NOTE: The chapter names and the Salat names reveals the messenger’s letters to be 12 + 7,
the sum being 19. Glory be to Allah.
*** Notice, that the word “ALLAH’ is missing in the verses of these 5 chapters for a reason. This is
similar to the absence of the word “ALLAH” in all the verses on the Heavenly Feud, whereby satan’s
disobedience and rebellion is mentioned, as well as Adam’s disobedience to God’s command. His
name being Sacred to the ultimate and infinite degree, He has chosen not to mention His name in these
verses, to teach us the required reverence needed for His name and His Absolute Authority, which can
only be achieved by observing the Salat at the times of the day mandated by the Omniscient, and where
you will find His Glorified Name mentioned only once, in Verse 2:238 – a powerful Sign that He is
indeed ONE in entity and Absolute Authority – Sovereignty. This is what it says:
“And devote yourselves totally to ALLAH.”
Revealed: The Arabic letters are 14 – the Seven Pairs miracle.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 4 and the GV is 66, Subhan Allah.
By not writing His name ALLAH in the 5 chapters which mention the Salat timings, it essentially
brings out the same meaning as the verses on Heavenly Feud, that His Glorified Name is very Sacred
and will be proclaimed by the sincere only and acceptable from their mouths only. Those who do not
comply with His decrees and commands fully, their salat will not comply with His approval and
acceptance, nor can they create a “contact with Him,” nor will they be able to face Him on the Day of
Resurrection. The humans have been sent down to Earth with blaming souls, and they are here to purify
their souls. We have not been sent on a vacation with good wishes; rather, we have been evicted from
the Heaven for rebellion and disobedience and have been explained the specific purpose of life on
earth.
The system of GOD is so perfectly matched between Him and His messengers; this will be evident
from the following fact and truth:
The Chapter names are composed of 5 arabic letters for each chapter name:
Al-Fajr is 5 arabic letters; Al-Layl is 5 letters; Al-Duhaa is 5 letters; Al-Asr is 5 letters and so is
Al-Falaq with 5 letters. Does this not tell the people and confirm that there are indeed 5 Salats in a
Day, and also matches with the creation of the 5 fingers in each hand and foot? Those who have
altered the Salats by increasing or decreasing them from five or the units in the prayer; are distorters of
God’s revelations and commands for which they will be held fully accountable.
The total Arabic letters in the chapter names for these 5 occurrences are 25. This is another Marvel to
behold, as when you write these numbers together as 525, they become the gematric value of “AlFatehah,” which is recited in every Salat and every rakah (unit) of salat. Reflect on another aspect
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through the number 25. To match with the number 25, note that the total Allah letters used in the
chapter names are 13, and my letters used in them are 12, bringing the total to 25 – Perfectly
Matched, while revealing the difference of 1 also, as the proof for the messengers and the believers.
The spread of chapters from the 1st occurrence of chapter 89 to the last chapter of 113 is precisely 25
inclusive, the Arabic letters used in the chapter names are also 25, and the Allah letters as well as those
of the messenger also total 25 – Have you now witnessed the truth and its consistency?
What would the number 25 signify? This is the only chapter in the Quran that has 77 verses,
being the number for the Seven Pairs and is aptly titled “Al-Furqan,” meaning “the Statute Book.”
By counting the digit 7 to see how many times it occurs in the verses assigned to each chapter under the
“Contents,” you will notice that the 7th occurrence of the digit 7 occurs on verses numbered 77 of
chapter 25, with 7 more occurrences after this verse number, to total 14 occurrences of the digit “ 7”
Moreover, the GV of Al-Furqan is 462, a perfect number to reveal the name of ALLAH.
462 = 7 x 66 ---------- this reveals the name of the Lord, “ALLAH.”
462 = 14 x 33
MAJOR MIRACLE: The Aleefs denoting Absoluteness is also revealed by inscribing and
structuring them in a specific sequence through all the verses of the 5 chapters given on Salat
times. They are sequenced as 102-55-28-17-11 in each of the 5 chapters. Writing them
mathematically in a straight line, we get: 102,55,28,17,11 = 19 x 539751669
*** The Total Aleefs occurring in the 5 chapters are 102+55+28+17+11 = 213
*** The total Allah letters in the 5 chapters are 188+108+51+27+17 = 391, the difference
between 213 and 391 is the revealed word of the Lord, which is 178 – the messenger coded as
“Ahmed” in the Quran fulfilling the prophecy of ALLAH. Note the sum of the digits of the
numbers 213 and 391 are: 2+1+3+3+9+1 = 19.
This is evidence and proof enough that the letters, the words, the parts of the verses, the entire
verses, and the chapters, are linked and tied together to wrap around the contents of the revealed
Hadith of ALLAH in a binding way beyond the capability of any human or jinn. At the same
time, the Almighty reveals further revelations through the same verses, whenever and to
whomever He wills and chooses. Imagine 213 Aleefs covering a few chapters binding the words
and verses together and then mounted by 391 Allah letters throughout the words and verses, to
reveal the Ultimate Miracle and the name of the messenger, 178, Subhan Allah. (Prostrate to the
Omnipotent Allah)
*** The numbers 213 and 391 given above open up “new revelations.” They become verses
21:3 and 39:1
39:1 This is a revelation of the scripture from ALLAH, the Almighty, the Most Wise.
21:3 Their minds are heedless. And the transgressors confer secretly: “Is he not just a human being like
you? Would you accept the magic that is presented to you?”
MIRACLE: The Allah letters are 11 + 27 = 38
The messenger’s letters for both verses are: 15 + 37 = 52
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** The difference between 38 and 52 is precisely 14, revealing the Seven Pairs
What can you say about the wisdom and omnipotence of Allah after seeing the hidden content
turned into real revelations based on revealed and assigned codes, except to say: Alhumdo Lillah
Rub Al – Aalameen. The appropriateness of the subject revealed through the numbers is
something to reflect upon and praise GOD, as these verses talk about the revelation of the
scripture to the human messenger by the Almighty, Most Wise.
Just as the 1st occurrence of Chapter 89 is highly Coded with the Even and the Odd in my name
letters, so is the last occurrence of chapter 113 coded also. The proofs of chapter 89 are extensive and
will be presented another day under another topic, Insha Allah. The Proofs of the last chapter 113 are as
follows:
Chapter 113 – is Coded to have 5 verses to confirm the 5 Salats in each Day.
Chapter 113 – is Coded with 17 Allah letters in the 5 verses to confirm the 17 Rakahs (Units)
of Salats in each Day.
The 1st occurrence of Salat times is in 2:238. This is the only one out of the 3 verses on Salat times,
that has the word “ALLAH” mentioned in it. The other two verses do not have it. By mentioning only
one count of His name, Allah, it proves that the Salat is for HIM ALONE, and no other names
should be mentioned. This one count of ALLAH in Salat time verses, and 13 counts of LORD in
Chapters of Salat times makes the total count of GOD and LORD as 1 + 13 = 14 - the Seven Pairs. At
the same time, the sequence of 1and 13, written as 113 confirms the last chapter of Salat time, which is
Al-Falaq. The proofs have been recited to you earlier, but there is another profound proof waiting for
you, which will unveil other verses to support the truth.
Chapter 113 is the last chapter on salat times, and an important one advising the believers to seek
refuge in the Lord of the daybreak from the evils among His creations, from darkness, from the troublemakers, and from the envy of the envious (jealous). Allah has cautioned the believers to seek constant
refuge in Him and one of the ways to do it is by observing the purified Salat for Allah. To prove His
Hadith, the Most Merciful will show you the profound Miracle contained within the chapter.
Revealed: All of this is further confirmed, stamped, and sealed by revealing Allah letters to be
17 and the messenger’s letters to be 36, the difference being 19. Praise be to Allah for
authorizing me to preach His message and for accepting our salats.
These numbers will now flow and merge to open up another revelation under 17:36, which will reveal
the Glorified Name of Allah, as well as verse under 36:17 – both ways to prove subsequent revelations
from the Most High.
17:36 Part 1: You shall not accept any information, unless you verify it for yourself.
Part 2: I have given you the hearing, the eyesight, and the brain, and you are responsible for using
them.
MIRACLE: The GV of Allah letters for both parts is 127 and 193, the difference is 66 –
ALLAH.
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Allah is the One revealing the verses and the information – He has created these “new revelations”
and His name is revealed through them. Do you think you need to verify my comments and proofs
anymore when ALLAH has provided you with His name as the Proof? Instead, you should verify
the unauthorized humans and their teachings; they are the ones who lie against ALLAH. You should
put all your trust in ALLAH – the ONE who controls all the guidance and the revelations - the One
who truly reveals.
Part 2 describing the blessings of hearing, eyesight and the brains given to most humans, bears my
name letters 19 in it, proving that these are real blessings from GOD, and to be used in a diligent
manner to achieve and fulfill the purpose of life – devotion and worship of Allah.
36:17 Our sole mission is to deliver the message.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 – the Seven Pairs miraculous revelation.
NOTE how the 2 verses 17:36 and 36:17 are tied together and connected with the messages sent down
through the messengers. Glory be to Allah.
2:238 ends by saying: “And devote yourselves totally to ALLAH.”
MIRACLE: The GV of Allah letters is 66 for this portion.
MIRACLE: It is also marked under the Seven Pairs, as the number of Arabic Letters are 14.
2:238 Part of Verse: You shall consistently observe the Salat,
Part of Verse: Especially the middle prayer.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and 6, the difference is 1.
Revealed: the messenger’s letters are 7 and 8, the difference is 1.
The GV of my letters for the entire verse – 2:238 is 726, which opens up a “new revelation.”
It is 7:26
7:26 Part 1 O Children of Adam, we have provided you with garments to cover your bodies, as well as
for luxury.
Part 2: But the best garment is the “garment of righteousness.” These are some of GOD’S signs, that
they may take heed.
MIRACLE: The messenger’s letters are 23 and 22, the difference is 1 – to uphold GOD’S
laws is the best garment, leading you towards redemption and forgiveness from Him.
“These are some of God’s signs, that they may take heed.”
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 162 – representing “Al-Islam or the Submission.” To
uphold all of GOD’S Laws after believing in all of His revelations – past and present –
constitutes submission to Him. Allah has revealed His Signs for those who wish to take heed
and be guided towards Submission.
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“Garment of Righteousness – wa lebaaso altaqwaa”
The Allah letters appear as 2 and 2 in both words in Arabic. And my letters appear as 4 and 4. These
are Perfectly Matched by the Most Gracious. The sum of the pattern of 22 and 44 is 66 – ALLAH, the
One who grants righteousness, and accepts from the righteous.
Miracle: The GV of Allah letters is 62 + GV of my letters 244 reveals the sum of 306 – the
messenger. The test of righteousness is connected and linked with the messenger, as GOD has
rightfully pointed out through the number 306.
The difference between 62 and 244 is 182 = 14 x 13. (Note, that the last chapter having verses 128 and
178 of my name appear in chapter 37, which has 182 verses, matching the above.)
62,244 = 19 x 3276

62,244 = 14 x 4446

The “Garment of Righteousness” – upholding all of GOD’S laws in accordance with His scripture,
are wrapped around with the SACRED CODES of 19 and 14, through the gematric values of Allah
and His messenger, glory be to my Lord. Moreover, they can only be practiced and upheld in the
correct context by following the messenger; the proof above reveals that Allah letters and the
messenger’s letters produce this phenomenon. In the absence of a messenger, there are many Quranic
verses that cannot be upheld, as they relate to the messengers. It therefore, becomes impossible to
uphold the complete “Garment of Righteousness” in the absence of the messenger. In other words,
you will be upholding only part of the Quran. This is one of the reasons why Allah says in 3:164 and
62:2 that the people had gone astray before the messenger came to them.
Now I will turn your focus to the main feature of the salat which is to bow and prostrate, while reciting
the glorified words for the Lord of the universe. The words recited in the Salat, as well as the procedure
to do the Salat, and other matters regarding righteousness, are inspired to the messengers, as per Verse
21:73. Therefore, they are acceptable to GOD as He is the One who inspires them. They can be slightly
different for each messenger, to identify the congregation and to test the believers. This is what the
disbelieving muslims always question the believers as to why the procedure to do the Salat is not given
in the Quran, without realizing that this verse lays out the system through which the Salat is indeed
inspired and taught to the imams chosen and selected by Allah. The believers also remain unaware of
this verse, and rarely quote this verse to the disbelievers in order to explain them the system.
21:73 Part: We made them imams who guided in accordance with our commandments. And we
inspired (taught) them how to work righteousness, and how to observe the Salat and the Zakat.
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are designed to be perfectly 66 – Allah is the One who inspires
His imams – the messengers – and teaches them the worship practices.
21:73 Part: To us, they were devoted worshipers.
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are designed to be perfectly 14 on the Code of Seven Pairs, to
identify His imam at this time, and to confirm the past imams of Allah.
21:73 Part 1: We made them imams who guided in accordance with our commandments and we
inspired (taught) them.
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PROVEN INSPIRATION: The messenger’s initials are 14 and letters are 19 – the Sacred
Codes of 14-19 reveal and confirm the Truth behind this inspiration.
21:73 Part 2: (We inspired them) How to work righteousness, and how to observe the Salat and the
Zakat. To us, they were devoted worshipers.
Revealed: Part 1: the messenger’s initials were 14, the letters were 19 – the Sacred Code.
Revealed: Part 2: the messenger’s initials are 14, the letters are 21, the difference is 7
Revealed: The GV’S of Allah letters are 86 and 200, the difference is 114 – GOD is the One
who teaches through the Quran’s 114 chapters all of the above.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters for entire verse is 286.
Allah 66 who teaches + GV of His letters 286 = 352 QURAN.
21:73 Part: And we inspired (taught) them on how to work righteousness.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 11, the sum is 19.
Revealed: The GV’S of Allah and messenger’s letters are: 99 + 230, the sum is 329 – Most
Gracious. Note the linkages, intermix of letters, and the connection made with Allah through
the inspiration, which reveals numbers of specific values, Subhan Allah.
21:73 Part: And how to observe the Salat and the Zakat.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 11 and the messenger’s letters are 10, the difference is 1. The
purified Salat observed by the messenger and the believers is proven here.
16:43 Part 1: We did not send before you except men whom we inspired.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s letters are 19 – the Sacred Codes are
proof enough that inspiration for the messengers comes only from Allah.
GOD knows His servants who are appreciative of Him:
GOD inspires those that He thinks are appreciative of Him. This is confirmed to the messenger,
whereby the letters of the messenger clearly marked alongside with the Omnipotent, the Omniscient,
reveal His Absoluteness – 165.
6:53 Part: Is ALLAH not aware of the appreciative ones?
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 159 and of messenger’s letters is 324, the difference is
165.
Let me combine parts of verses 16:43 and 25:59 which narrate similar messages.
16:43 Part: Ask those who know the scripture, if you do not know.
25:59 Part: Al-Rahman, ask about Him from those who are well-founded in knowledge.
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Revealed: Both Verses: The GV of Allah letters are (160+67) = 227 – the believers.
16:43 Part: Ask those who know the scripture.
25:59 Part: Al-Rahman, ask about Him from those who are well-founded in knowledge.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are (5+9) = 14 – the Seven Pairs. The messenger’s name
verses 178 and 128 occur in the Quran in the same pattern of 5 and 9.
Revealed: The Allah letters for both parts are 12, to match with His Shahadah, and the GV’S
are precisely (98 + 67) = 165, Subhan Allah.
Revealed: The GV’S of messenger’s letters for both parts is 388 – for: “the disbelievers – AlKaaferoon.”
Allah & Messenger:
GV of Allah letters is 165, GV of messenger’s letters is 388, difference is 223 for “the
believers – Al – Muhminoon.” The believers will know who is Al-Rahman and what His
Scripture is about; they will recognize His words and revelations revealed to the messengers.
25:59 Part: Al-Rahman, ask about Him from those who are well-founded in knowledge.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 67 and of the messenger is 232, the difference is 165.
BOWING AND PROSTATING – MAIN FEATURES OF SUBMISSION AND
GLORIFICATION OF ALLAH ARE SACREDLY MARKED BY THE LORD:
5:58 Part: When you call them to the Salat.
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 19 and the Quranic Initials are 14 – the messenger calls the
people to the Coded Salat inspired by ALLAH that makes the contact with HIM.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 100 – when the messenger calls the people to observe the
purified and inspired Salat that proclaims GOD’S 100 percent Absoluteness, the hypocrites
shun it and mock and ridicule it.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 212 – Rabbi – my Lord. Those who follow and
obey the messenger indeed worship Allah by upholding His Absolute Authority.
5:58 Part 1: When you call them to the Salat, they mock and ridicule it.
Part 2: This is because they are people who do not understand.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 and 13, the difference is 1. This is proof of the
inspired Salat from the One – the Absolute. Note that the messenger’s 14 letters appear in Part
1 where the Salat is mentioned which the disbelievers mock at.
THIS IS THE ONLY CHANCE – The disbelievers will be unable to Prostrate in the Hereafter:
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25:60 When they are told, “Fall prostrate before the Most Gracious,” they say, “What is the Most
Gracious?” Shall we prostrate before what you advocate? Thus, it only augments their aversion.
68:42,43: The day will come when they will be exposed, and they will be required to fall prostrate, but
they will be unable to. With their eyes subdued, humiliation will cover them. They were invited to fall
prostrate when they were whole and able.
Stunning Proof: The Allah letters are 23 and 22, the difference is 1, Subhan Allah.
Stunning Proof: The messenger’s letters are 32 and 46, the difference is 14, Subhan Allah.
68:42 Ending Part: But they will be unable to.
68:43 Ending Part: When they were whole and able.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 6 and 7, the difference is 1
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are 166 and 232, the difference is 66, Subhan Allah.
The messenger is the one who was granted authority by the Most Gracious to command the people to
prostrate to Him, after showing them all kinds of proofs and miracles, hence the great revelations of 1,
the Seven Pairs, the revelation of Allah – 66, which prove the verses and the Sacredness behind this
command. On the Day of Judgment, the disbelievers would like to fall prostrate before GOD, but they
will be unable to, as they were required to do in this life when they were under the TEST and were
granted a physical body and parts for that purpose, as explained earlier through the verses and the
proofs.
NOTE that in 68:42, my letters are 16 up to “Al-Sajood” and in 68:43, they are 17 up to “AlSajood.” The precise difference is 1. The remaining words of the verses have my letters as 6 and 7,
again revealing the difference of 1, glory be to Allah.
25:60 Part: They say, “What is the Most Gracious?”
Part: Shall we prostrate before what you advocate? Thus, it only augments their aversion.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 9 and 10, the difference is 1.
Revealed: Both Parts: The Allah letters are 14 and the messenger’s letters are 19 – the
coded message of GOD is enshrined within these sacred words inspired to the messenger which
the hypocrites and disbelievers do not comprehend.
Follow up Verse to 68:42-43
68:44 Part 1: Therefore, let me deal with those who reject this Hadith.
Part 2: We will lead them on whence they never perceive.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 4 and 4 – Perfectly Matched.
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 22 and 22 – Perfectly Matched.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 2 and 1, the difference is 1.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are 218 and 484, the difference is 266 = 14 x 19
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Revealed: Verse: The GV of Allah letters is 103 for Al-Sajdah.
Recall that in verses 24:24 & 36:65, the Arabic letters were 103 informing us that the hands
and feet will bear witness to everything the people had done. This is a follow-up verse to 68:4243 whereby Allah informs the disbelievers about the consequences for not falling prostrate
when they were whole and able and were commanded to by His messenger.
68:44 Part 2: We will lead them on whence they never perceive.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 4, like His Name, and GV is precisely 66, Subhan Allah.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14. All of this is a consequence of rejecting the
messenger’s command to fall prostrate before Allah. The mathematical miracle of Seven Pairs
confirms the message.
When the people do not fall prostrate upon hearing GOD’S revelations, it is a sign of excessive
disbelief. It becomes apparent even more so when they refuse the command of the messenger to fall
prostrate. It is either hidden arrogance or they have doubts about the messenger. What did he recite? It
is QURAN – a perfect mathematically coded Quran, the wisdom of which is only appreciated by the
sincere believers.
84:21 And when the Quran is recited to them, they do not fall prostrate.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 – the coded Seven Pairs.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 532 = 14 x 19 x 2 – the Sacred Codes.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is a Perfect 100. They hypocrites are thus exposed as they
never believed in the entire Quran with their heart. They are exposed when a messenger is sent
to them and they refuse to believe in him or his commands. This is proven through the number
100 – the complete Sovereignty and Absoluteness of GOD that they reject.
The above verse is surrounded by a verse before and after, which says,
84:20 Why do they not believe?
84:22 This is because those who disbelieved are rejecting (the Quran and the messenger).
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and 4, the difference is 1
Recall, that in earlier verse 25:60, the disbelievers and hypocrites question the messenger as to what is
the Most Gracious when asked to fall prostrate. In 84:21 they prove it by refusing to fall prostrate when
he recited the Quran to them. Let me combine both parts of the verses to show you the proven miracle
behind these sacred words from our Lord.
25:60 Part 2: They say, “What is the Most Gracious?” Shall we prostrate before what you advocate?
Thus, it only augments their aversion.
84:21 And when the Quran is recited to them, they do not fall prostrate.
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Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19 and 14 – the Sacred Codes. Praise be to Allah for
marking my name letters to reveal what is beyond human comprehension, though they can
certainly understand if they submit to Him through the messenger.
77:48 When they are told. “Bow down, they do not bow down.”
77:49 Woe on that day to the rejectors.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 11 and 12, the difference is 1
Revealed: The messenger’s initials are 8 and 9, the difference is 1
PROSTRATION – First, Original, and Ultimate Act of Submission
1st Occurrence in Quran: 2:34 Part 1: When we said to the angels, “Fall prostrate before Adam.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 11 and messenger’s letters are 12, the difference is 1
Part 2-A: They fell prostrate, except Iblees (satan).
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and messenger’s letters are 7, the difference is 1
Part 2-A: They fell prostrate, except Iblees (satan), he refused and was too arrogant.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 66, Subhan Allah.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 12 – the Pattern of 128
2:34 Part 1: When we said to the angels, “Fall prostrate before Adam,” they fell prostrate.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14
2:34 Part 2: They fell prostrate, except Iblees (satan), he refused and was too arrogant; he became a
disbeliever.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19
GV of messenger’s letters in “Asjodoo – fall prostrate” It is 60 + 6 = 66
GV of messenger’s letters in “Fasajadoo – fell prostrate” It is 60 + 6 = 66
GV of messenger’s letters in the word: astaghfaroo – forgiveness is 60+6 = 66
Revealed: The Allah letters are 2 and 1, the difference is 1. NOTE that the word “asjodoo”
has 2 Allah letters as Aleefs at the beginning and end of the word, as the command was issued
to test the angels’ submission and reverence for Allah. The Most Wise knew that there will be
disobedience by Iblees; therefore, it is pointed out through 2 Allah letters. Those who complied
and submitted, where it says: “They fell prostrate – fasajadoo – has only 1 Allah letter as an
Aleef at the end of the word, signifying the upholding of God’s Absolute Authority by the
majority of angels, except Iblees.
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Last Occurrence in Quran: 38:71 Your Lord said to the angels, “I am creating a human being from
clay.”
38:72 “Once I design him, and blow into him from My spirit, you shall fall prostrate before him.”
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 16 and 17, the difference is 1
The glorified revelations bear testimony that the messenger’s name letters are included in the 1st and
the last occurrences of “initial commands to test the angels’ submission” to the LORD. This is proof
enough that the messenger was selected by the Lord of the universe early on in His Master Record and
Plans as the messenger code named “Ahmed” bringing the ultimate message to mankind.
**** When is it considered prostrating to the sun and the moon? When is it considered
prostrating to Allah, Lord of the universe?
41:37 Part 1: Among His proofs are the night and the day, and the sun and the moon.
Part 3: You shall fall prostrate before ALLAH – the One who created them, if you truly worship Him
alone.
Revealed: The Arabic letters are 31 and 35, the sum is 66.
Revealed: 31, 35 = 19 x 165; and the numbers 31 added up to 35 is also equal to 165.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 13 and 13 – Perfectly Matched.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 18 and 17, the difference is 1
Revealed: The GV’s of messenger’s letters are 574 and 560, the difference is 14.
41:37 Part: Do not prostrate before the sun, nor the moon.
Part: You shall fall prostrate before Allah – the One who created them, if you truly worship Him
alone.
Revealed: The Arabic letters are 21 and 35, the difference is 14.
41:37 Part: You shall prostrate before Allah – the One who created them.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and messenger’s letters are 10, the difference is 1, sum is
19.
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 19
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 133 = 19 x 7
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 352 – for Quran.
41:37 Part: You shall prostrate before Allah,
Part: The One who created them.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and 4, the difference is 1
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 67 and 66, the difference is 1. Note the GV of 66 is
marked on the part saying, “The One who created them.”
41:38 If they are too arrogant to do this, then those at your Lord glorify Him night and day, without
ever tiring.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 17 and Aleefs are 8 – the Pattern of 178, to reveal the name
of the messenger.
27:24 Part: I found her and her people prostrating before the sun, instead of Allah.
Revealed: The messenger’s initials are 14 and letters are 19 – the Sacred Codes.
27:24 Part: The devil has adorned their works in their eyes, and has repulsed them from the path;
consequently, they are not guided.
27:25 Part: They should have been prostrating before Allah, the One who manifest all the mysteries in
the heavens and the earth.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 209 and 223, the difference is 14 – the Seven Pairs.
NOTE that the GV of Allah letters is 223 for “The Believers” in part of 27:25, whereby it is
proven that the believers should worship Allah only, in accordance with His commands issued
through His messengers.
The verses 41:37 and 27:24-25 referring to worship of the sun and the moon and the example of Sheba
and her people, are precisely 14 chapters apart.
Moreover, the message sent by Solomon in 27:30 to Sheba and then her decision to submit to Allah
with Solomon is in Verse 27:44. Note that the verses are 14 apart. The verses that mention that Sheba
and her people had been diverted by worshiping idols, instead of Allah, and had been wrongly
prostrating to the sun, instead of Allah are 27:24 and 27:43. These are precisely 19 apart, thus
revealing the Sacred Codes of 14 and 19.
27:24 Part: I found her and her people prostrating before the sun, instead of Allah.
27:43 She had been diverted by worshiping idols instead of Allah; she belonged to disbelieving people.
Revealed: Each of these verses is marked with the messenger’s letters as 19 and 19.
What does all of this tell us? Was she really a sun-worshiper, who believed in the sun as her god, or a
disbelieving muslim who had strayed away from the path in the absence of guidance through a
messenger? Was she doing her salat wrong, at the wrong times, reciting the wrong words, whereby it
constitutes worship of the sun and not Allah?
*** The answer to this perplexing question is that Sheba was a disbelieving muslim who was
worshiping Allah without being conscious of His correct laws prior to being guided through the
messenger Solomon. How do I know this fact? The special coding of my name letters brings out the
inspired information from Allah, Subhanahoo.
27:28 “Take this letter from me, give it to them, then watch for their response.”
27:29 She said, “O my advisers, I have received an honorable letter.”
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 15 and 14, the difference is 1.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19 and 18, the difference is 1
27:28 “Take this letter from me, give it to them, then watch for their response.”
Revealed: The messenger’s initials are 14 and letters are 19 – the letter was Coded just like
my name letters in this verse are – whereby Sheba proclaimed it to be an honorable letter. The
Allah letters in Verse 27:29 are 14, to compliment my 19 letters with in 27:28, Subhan Allah.
The attribute of Allah as “Honorable” has been applied by Him to His angel messengers, human
messengers, and His scriptures, out of His discretion through the attribute of being the Absolute GOD.
The letter sent by Solomon – the messenger, is therefore referred to by Sheba as being honorable. Note,
that the verse in reference has 14 Allah letters to prove and support my comments. The simple usage
of this word tells us that she was knowledgeable about God’s scriptures, and was inspired to come back
to righteousness by accepting the messenger and message. The letter was very brief, but coded – the
intelligent ones who are meant to be guided will recognize the guidance when it comes to them. The
subject matter of the letter was very simple, stated as:
27:30 It is from Solomon, and it is, “In the name of Allah, Al-Rahman, Al-Raheem.
27:31 Proclaiming, “Do not be arrogant; come to me as submitters.”
NOTE: the verse numbers are 30 and 31. (30,31 = 7 x 433 for Lord of universe)
27:31 Proclaiming, “Do not be arrogant; come to me as submitters.”
27:44 Part: I now submit with Solomon to Allah, Lord of the universe.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and 9, the difference is 1, while the Arabic letters are 23
and 25, the difference being 2 for idolatry committed by Sheba in the past.
As proven and pointed out through the extensive proofs, the salat done by today’s muslims constitutes
idol worship also - call it worshiping the sun, the moon, the earth or whatever. It will certainly not be
called the worship of ALLAH, or bowing and prostrating before Him, when their salat does not comply
with His laws, nor does it conform with His revelations, thereby missing the essential purpose which is
to create a “contact” with Him. If they try to explain to any Hindu or an atheist that they are
worshiping Allah through their salat; their response is “that you are bowing and prostrating to the
earth” or that you are also worshiping the sun or the moon, because you are falling prostrate before
them. The disbelieving muslims cannot prove otherwise or counter the allegations. The truth is that the
Salat is absolutely and specifically coded. It is therefore taught only through the messengers, whereby
it is acceptable to GOD when inspired by Him. It is only acceptable to Him when the followers of the
Scripture follow and implement the dictates and Hadith of Allah. When you follow the commands of
Allah, then you are worshiping Him alone. But when you disobey His commands, then you are
worshiping the devil, without realizing it. It is that simple.
For the messengers, GOD states the following verse, whereby they are guided to worship Allah, and
not follow any idols beside Him.
40:66 Part 1: Say, “I have been enjoined from worshiping the idols you worship beside Allah.”
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Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19, Subhan Allah
40:66 Part 2: When the clear revelations came to me from my Lord.
Revealed: The Arabic letters up to “clear revelations” are 14 and up to “my Lord” are 19
Revealed: The Arabic letters are 19 and the Quranic Initials are 14 – the clear revelations
through the Sacred Codes have been revealed again from the Quran.
40:66 Part 3: I was commanded to submit to the Lord of the universe.
Revealed: Parts 2-3 The messenger’s letters are 12 and 13, the difference is 1
As a sign of belief, at the time of Moses and Aaron, the magicians fell prostrate, saying the required
words to express their belief through the messengers of GOD.
26:46 The magicians fell prostrate.
26:47 They said, “We believe in the Lord of the universe.”
What exactly do these verses mean in the manner that GOD has composed and revealed them? Let us
look and see GOD’S Marvel and the Truth contained within them. Did the magicians really decide to
submit and to fully believe in the Absoluteness of Allah by accepting His messengers?
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are (67+95) = 162. They did submit to the Lord of the
Universe after seeing the Signs of the messengers.
26:47 They said, “We believe in the Lord of the universe.”
26:48 “The Lord of Moses and Aaron.”
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are (95+5) = 100. They did accept the 100 percent Absolute
Authority of Allah by accepting His messengers and the message through them, without
demanding to see or talk to Allah, as the disbelievers usually demand. They believed in the
unseen Allah by witnessing His proofs and signs sent through the messengers.
The majority of the people have not yet learnt the “lesson” from GOD’S teachings through His
Scriptures, to repent firmly and reform, in accordance with His requirements of Absolute Authority.
GOD knows that the vast majority will remain sinful and non-repentant. This is the reason for not
writing His name, Allah, in the 5 chapters. The Sacredness of His name will only be known to those
who fully submit through the messengers, who teach in accordance with the revealed knowledge
inspired by GOD. The Salat of the “believers” will match GOD’S Sacred Codes, as it is composed and
inspired by the Lord of the universe.
Firm Repentance Decreed for Believers in order to be Guided and Redeemed:
24:31 Part: All of you shall repent to ALLAH, O you believers, that you may succeed.
66:8 Part: O you who believe, you shall repent to ALLAH a firm repentance.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 15 and 16, the difference is 1, Subhan Allah.
Revealed Both Verses: The Allah letters are 31 and messenger’s letters are 45, the
difference is 14
The believers under my congregation prostrate readily, when they enter the masjid or hear God’s
revelations, saying “La Elaha Ella Allah.” Now I am going to show you some profound miracles
through the words “bow and prostrate” that have recently been revealed by the Most Gracious for this
gathering. I was shown the special spellings of these words at random, and not based on my selection
or choice of verses. This will enlighten you further and shed new perspective and understanding behind
the usage of each and every word in the Quran.
SACRED WORDS – BOW AND PROSTRATE:
2:125 Bow – Prostrate (wa alrukkae - alsujood)
Revealed: Arabic Letters are 6 and 6, the Pattern of 66.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 4 and my letters are 5, the difference is 1
Revealed: The GV of my letters in (alrukkae - alsujood) are 30 and 96, the difference is 66.
Revealed: The GV’S of the words are: 327 – 104, the difference is 223 – the believers.
3:43 Prostrate – Bow (asjodee – arkaee)
Revealed: Both Words: Allah letters are 2 and my letters are 3, the difference is 1
Revealed: The GV of the words are: 78 – 301, the difference is 223 – the believers.
9:112 The Bowers – The Prostrators (alrakaoon – alsaajadoon)
Revealed: my letters are 7 and the Arabic letters are 14 – the Seven Pairs Miracle of
7-14
Revealed: my letters in each word are 3 and 4, the difference is 1
Revealed: The Arabic letters are 7 and 7 – the Seven Pairs 77
Revealed: The GV of the words are: 377 – 154, the difference is 223 – the believers.
48:29 Bowing – Prostrating (rukka’an – sujjadan)
Revealed: Both words: the Allah letters are 2, and my letter is 1, the difference is 1
Revealed: The GV of the words are: 291 – 68, the difference is 223 – the believers.
Great Miracle: In this example to demonstrate the Miracle, the total words of bowing and prostrating
are 8, and the Allah letters in them are 12 – the clear Pattern of 128.
Revealed: The 12 Allah letters also have a GV of 128, Praise be to Allah, who has once again
enlightened us to the importance of bowing and prostrating to Him through the words revealed
to the messenger, and for observing the purified Salats for Him alone.
9:72 Part: And GOD’S blessings and approval are even greater.
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Part: This is the greatest triumph.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and 6, the difference is 1
Revealed: The Arabic letters are 15 and 16, the difference is 1
Revealed: The Quranic Initials are 11 and 10, the difference is 1
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 8 and 7, the difference is 1
Revealed: Both Parts: The GV of Allah letters is 164, and of my letters is 366, the
difference is 202
48:29 Part: You see them bowing and prostrating, as they seek GOD’S blessings and approval.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14
Revealed: The GV of “bowing and prostrating” are 291 and 68, the difference is 223
9:72 Part: And GOD’S blessings and approval are even greater. This is the greatest triumph.
48:29 Part: You see them bowing and prostrating, as they seek GOD’S blessings and approval.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 11 and 10, the difference is 1
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 15 and 14, the difference is 1
48:29 Part: You see them bowing and prostrating, as they seek GOD’S blessings and approval. Their
marks are on their faces, because of prostrating.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 17 and the Aleefs are 8 – the Pattern of 178
The sacredness behind the main feature of Salat, which is the bowing and prostrating, as well as to
glorify GOD through these actions, is separately marked by the Most High through the verse that
reveals the pre-determined and pre-destined decision and knowledge of the Most Wise. You will notice
that the Omnipotent and Absolute GOD reveals the “Revelation of 1” as well as the value of 165 in
conjunction with the messenger, thus revealing the importance of the worship practices and the correct
belief again.
38:82 He (satan) said, “I swear by Your Majesty, that I will send them all astray.”
38:83 “Except Your worshipers who are devoted absolutely to You alone.”
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 3 and 4, the difference is 1
Revealed: The Allah letters surround these verses with 14 letters.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 11 and 10, the difference is 1
Revealed: The total Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s letters are 21, the difference is 7
Revealed: The sum of the verses 82 + 83 = 165.
38:83 “Except Your worshipers who are devoted absolutely to You alone.”
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 99 and GV of messenger’s letters is 322, the difference
is 223 – the true believers, Subhan Allah.
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The revelation of the messenger’s letters with the difference of 1 and to reveal the value of 165 through
such crucial verses, which are given to decide the fate of each human being in the Hereafter, only adds
to the importance of the MESSAGE sent down through me, glory and praise be to Allah. It truly
reflects Allah’s decision early on to grant me His mercy, and place my name in the Honorable Master
Record.
NO SALAT REQUIREDWHEN TRAVELING BY AIR:
The Salat is only decreed for those who are on Earth. This includes the sea, which is part of the Earth.
When you travel by sea through boats, ferries, or ships, you are commanded to do the Salat the same
way as if you are on land. The reason being that the times of the day, which are the Signs of our Lord
can be observed. On the other hand, when you are in space, these times of day and night cannot be
observed or judged. Moreover, the hour and the time can be totally different with your location in a
particular territory in space than what your watches may show, which can confuse you as to what Salat
of the day or night is due. Furthermore, you are supposed to face the Qiblah, which is on Earth, and not
in space. This cannot be done.
The Most Merciful has therefore revealed the following information in response to my imploring in
order to guide me. He has informed the believers that He does not require us to do the Salat while
traveling by air and when we are in space. However, you are certainly required to glorify ALLAH
wherever you may be. You can also perform the Salat at the airports before departure and after landing,
whichever Salat may be due at that time. If you have missed any during the flight, seek forgiveness
from the Forgiver, Most Merciful, and repent to Him. This Hadith from GOD to guide us to the truth of
this matter is revealed through a profound Miracle which remained protected and hidden till now.
There are 2 verses in chapters speaking about “everything that comes down from the sky, and
everything that climbs into it,” and that GOD is Forgiver, Most Merciful and is with us wherever we
may be. These chapters are “Sheba – 34, and The Iron – 57.”
Revealed: The sum of digits of chapter numbers is: 3+4+5+7 = 19.
Revealed: Chapter Sheba: The Allah letter is 1 as an Aleef, and messenger’s letters are 2,
the difference is 1.
Revealed: Chapter Iron: The Allah letters are 2 and messenger’s letters are 3, the
difference is 1
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are 62 and 48, the difference is 14.
Revealed: The sum of GV’S of messenger’s letters is 62+48 = 110 – the Absoluteness.
NOTE: The total Allah letters in both chapters are (1+2) = 3, and total messenger’s letters are
(2+3) = 5. These numbers match with the command of observing Salat which is given through 3
verses to be observed 5 times daily, Subhan Allah.
Therefore, the answer from the Most Merciful in regards to my question is that no Salat is required in
space travel, and is certified to be true and proven.
34:2 and 57:4 Part: And everything that comes down from the sky, and everything that climbs into it.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 70 and messenger’s letters is 422 (scripture), the
difference is 352, Quran.
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Note that the gematric values of messenger’s letters are 422 for scripture and 352 for Quran.
The answer from GOD is powerful, strong, and absolutely truthful, as He has revealed the
values of important and relevant words in order to provide us with the answer. This also
affirms the Truth of the Scripture – the Quran.
34:2 Part 1: He knows everything that goes into the earth, and everything that comes out of it.
Part 2: And everything that comes down from the sky, and everything that climbs into it.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and 8, the difference is 1
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 13 and 14, the difference is 1
Revealed: A miracle to be noted is that both of these chapters are devoid of any word, or verse
on “salat” or the command to observe “Salat” for the specific purpose, which was reserved for
the future when air travel will become a common means of transportation. Therefore, it has
verses addressing air travel and space travel in indirect ways such as on coming down from the
sky or climbing into it, Subhan Allah. 34:2 is supported with the attribute of Allah as Forgiver
and Most Merciful, while 57:4 is supported with part of the verse saying that Allah created the
heavens and the earth in 6 days and assumed all authority over the Throne, thus expressing His
Absoluteness over the entire universe and its laws.
It is highly interesting to note that the occurrence of the word “salat” and the command to observe
them, occurs right after each chapter that had verses on “air travel.” These are in chapters 35 and 58,
under verses 18 and 13.
35:18 Part: The only people to heed your warnings are those who reverence their Lord, even when
alone in their privacy. --------------------------------------------------Allah letters are 7
Part: And observe the Salat. ------------------------------------------Allah letters are 7
Revealed: This provided the reminder to observe the Salat through the Miracle of the Seven
Pairs.
Part: Whoever purifies his soul, does so for his own good. To GOD is the final destiny.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and the GV is 165, just like in the Shahadah.
35:18 Part: And observe the Salat.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 7 – the Seven Pairs.
Part: Whoever purifies his soul, does so for his own good. To GOD is the final destiny.
Revealed: The Allah letters for both parts are 19.
Revealed: For each part, the messenger’s letters are 7 and 19.
58:13 Part: You shall observe the Salat, give the Zakat, and obey GOD and His messenger. GOD is
fully Cognizant of everything you do.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 and messenger’s letters are 20, the difference is 1
58:13 If you failed to give to charity before conferring, then repented thereafter, GOD accepts your
repentance. You shall observe the contact prayers (Salat), give the obligatory charity (Zakat), and obey
GOD and His messenger. GOD is fully Cognizant of everything you do.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 38 and the messenger’s letters are 57, the difference is 19.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 38 and the messenger’s initials are 38 – Perfectly Matched.
Revealed: The messenger’s initials are 38 and the letters are 57, the difference is 19.
35:18 No soul can carry the sins of another soul. If a soul that is loaded with sins implores another to
bear part of its load, no other soul can carry any part of it, even if they were related. The only people to
heed your warnings are those who reverence their Lord, even when alone in their privacy, and observe
the Contact Prayers (Salat). Whoever purifies his soul, does so for his own good. To GOD is the final
destiny.
Revealed: Both Verses: The messenger’s letters are 71 and 57, the difference is 14.
Revealed: Both Verses: The messenger’s letters are 71 + 57, the sum is 128 – name of the
messenger.
Revealed: up to “you shall observe the Salat” in each verse, the messenger’s letters are 52
and 33, the difference is 19.
Revealed: 35:18 After the word “Salat” the messenger’s letters in remaining verse are 19
Revealed: 58:13 After the word “Salat” the Allah letters in remaining verse are 19 providing
perfectly matching proofs for Allah and His messenger.
Revealed: 58:13 up to: “You shall observe the Salat” the Allah letters are 19 and
messenger’s letters are 33, the difference is 14.
NOTE that the sum of chapter and verse in each incident is matching and revealing the number or
“rakahs or units” for 5 daily salats.
Chapter 35, verse 18: the sum of digits is 3+5+1+8 = 17
Chapter 58, verse 13: the sum of digits is 5+8+1+3 = 17
While the difference in verse numbers 18 and 13 is precisely 5. This proves that there are 5 daily
salats and have 17 units of prayer in them, Subhan Allah.
I had misplaced the revelations received from the Most Wise during my recent travel to the U.K. when
I wrote and recorded them. I tried to search for them in my records in order to inform all of you about
the new revelations but could not find them, as there are so many books and computer documents that I
have stored them in. The Sacred and Omnipotent Lord has been very merciful in revealing them again,
though I do not know if the old or the new ones are more detailed and extensive, but praise be to my
Lord who never forgets, though the human being can forget things.
** God has decreed 5 Salats during the day but mentions the names of only the Dawn and the Night
prayer in 24:58, rather than the names of all 5 salats. This is another display of His Absoluteness. Even
in this verse, He provides His Absolute Miracle by connecting the words, “Salat Al Fajr to Salat Al
Ishaa” with 5 Aleefs denoting that there are 5 salats in a day, and also 14 Allah letters as the
Ultimate Miracle of Seven Pairs. Moreover, 5 Aleefs and 14 Allah letters reveals the divine number
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19 also. These words, their proofs, and their linkage, bear the great testimony of Truth, that everything
is mentioned selectively and in accordance with Allah’s wishes thus adding praise and glory to His
attribute of Absoluteness, whereby He has decided the words, sentences, paragraphs, verses, chapters,
the spelling of words, the numbering of the verses and chapters, and most of all revealing the true
meaning behind them to those that He chooses. The language is such that even the best scholars of
Arabic language fail to understand the entire Quran or to link the appropriate verses with relevant
subject matter. The more they try illegally without due permission or authority of the Most Gracious,
the more they get baffled, confused, and find the Quran to be quote, “contradictory or incomplete” in
its words and explanation. Therefore, they easily resort to outside books and references, which takes
them farther and farther astray, leaving the Quran aside to sit on their book-shelves. The humans not
guided by GOD have differing views on every subject, which makes them break up the religion of
Islam into different sects and religions forbidden by GOD. They thus incur His wrath and remain
forever under satan’s influence, all in accordance with GOD’S will for disregarding His scriptures and
the contents within the sacred scriptures.
Salat Al Fajr and Salat Al Ishaa:
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 9 and 10, the difference is 1, the sum is 19
Revealed: The Allah letters are 4 and 5, the difference is 1.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 66 and 67, the difference is 1
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are designed to be perfectly 66 and 66 in each of the
words.
Revealed: The sum of GV’S of Allah letters are (66+67) = 133, and of the messenger are
(66+66) = 132, the net difference is 1, Subhan Allah.
SUBMISSION, SALAT & ZAKAT CONNECTED WITH THE MESSENGER:
*** The last point that I want to bring to your attention is that the Salat and Zakat are linked with
messengers, and the righteous credits can only be earned through them by obeying the living
messenger. The verses are clear in regards to the linkage between them, as are the proofs which are
consistent. Glory be to Allah.
4:103 The Salat are decreed for the believers at specific times.
Revealed: The messenger’s initials are 14 and the letters are 19 – the Sacred Codes.
Revealed: In the entire verse, the 66th Arabic letter is on the Aleef of Al-Salat, the remaining
verse has 14 Allah letters with the GV of 196 = 14 x 14
5:58 Part of Verse: “When you call to the Salat.”
Revealed: The Arabic letters are 19, the Quranic Inititals are 14. The Salat decreed by
Allah to the messenger has the component of the Sacred Codes of 19 and 14.
5:58 Part 1: When you call to the Salat, they mock and ridicule it.
Part 2: This is because they are people who do not understand.
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Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 and 13, the difference is 1
5:6 Part: O you who believe, when you observe the Salat.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 15 and messenger’s letters are 16, the difference is 1
24:56 Part: You shall observe the Salat and give the Zakat, and obey ALLAH and His messenger.
33:33 Part: You shall observe the Salat and give the Zakat, and obey Allah and His messenger.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19 and 20, the difference is 1, Subhan Allah.
24:56 You shall observe the Salat, and give the Zakat, and obey the messenger, that you may attain
mercy.
24:57 Do not think that those who disbelieve will ever get away with it. Their final abode is Hell; what
a miserable destiny.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 26 and 27, the difference is 1
24:56 You shall observe the Salat and give the Zakat.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 11 and messenger’s letters are 12, the difference is 1
*** The following are some of the verses for reference sake to prove that the Salat and Zakat and their
acceptance by GOD is indeed connected and linked with the messengers.
2:45 You shall seek help through steadfastness and the Salat (Contact Prayers). This is difficult indeed,
but not so for the reverent.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 and the letters of “Waahed” are 14 – the Sacred Codes.
2:45 You shall seek help through steadfastness and the Salat (Contact Prayers).
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and the messenger’s letters are 12 – the Pattern of 128
2:45 Part 1: You shall seek help through steadfastness and the Salat (Contact Prayers).
Part 2: This is difficult indeed, but not so for the reverent.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 12 and 11, the difference is 1
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are 238 = 14 x 17 AND 258 for Abraham
(religion).
*** 2:45 You shall seek help through steadfastness and the Salat (Contact Prayers). This is difficult
indeed, but not so for the reverent.
*** 14:40 “My Lord, make me one who consistently observes the Salat, and also my children. Our
Lord, please answer my prayers.”
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Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 23 and 22, the difference is 1
Revealed: The messenger’s initials are 15 and 16, the difference is 1
5:55 Your real allies and are God and His messenger, and the believers who observe the Salat, and give
the Zakat, and they bow down.
Revealed: Allah letters are 23, and my letters are 42, the difference is 19
5:55 Part of Verse: Your real allies are God and His messenger, and the believers.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 13 and messenger’s initials are 14, the difference is 1
Revealed: The messenger’s initials are 14, and messenger’s letters are 19 – the Sacred
Codes.
9:11 Part of Vs: If they repent and observe the Salat and give the Zakat.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 15, and my letters are 14, the difference is 1
58:13 Part of Vs: You shall observe the Salat, give the Zakat, and obey God and His messenger.
Revealed: Allah letters are 19, my letters are 20, the difference is 1
58:13 Part of Vs: “And obey God and His messenger.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 9, the difference is 1
23:1 Successful indeed are the believers;
23:2 Who are reverent during their Salat.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 10 and 9, the difference is 1; the sum is 19.
23:3 And they avoid vain talk.
23:4 And they give their Zakat.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6-7, the difference is 1; my letters are 12-11, difference is 1
23:9 And they observe their Salat regularly.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 14 – the Seven Pairs.
10:87 Part: Turn your homes into masjids (Qiblatan), and maintain the Salat. Give good news to the
believers.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 13 and the messenger’s letters are 27, the difference is 14
10:87 Part: And maintain the Salat. Give good news to the believers.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and the messenger’s letters are 17, the Pattern of 178
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 462 – Al-Furqan (462 = 7 x 66)
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 99 (Difference in 165 and 99 = 66)
10:87 Part: And maintain the Salat.
Part: Give good news to the believers.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 8 and 9, the difference is 1
73:20 And observe the Salat and Zakat.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 11 and my letters are 12, the difference is 1
73:20 And lend GOD a loan of righteousness.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and my letters are 9, the difference is 1
19:55 He used to enjoin his family to observe the Salat and the Zakat.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 13 and my letters are 12, the difference is 1
29:45 You shall recite what is revealed to you of the scripture, and observe the Salat, for the Salat
prohibit evil and vice. But the remembrance of God (through Salat) is the most important objective.
God knows everything you do.
Revealed: Allah letters are 36, and my initials are 35, the difference is 1
5:12 Part: And GOD said, “I am with you.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and GV is 98 (98 = 7 x 14), the Miracle of Seven Pairs.
5:12 Part: And GOD said, “I am with you, so long as you observe the Salat, give the Zakat, and
believe in My messengers.
-------------- Allah letters are 19 up to “Messengers”
Part: And respect them, and continue to lend GOD a loan of righteousness. I will then remit your sins,
and admit you into gardens with flowing streams.
Revealed: The Allah letters for both parts are 19 and 20, the difference is 1
5:12 Part: So long as you observe the Salat, give the Zakat, and believe in My messengers.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12, and the GV is 165
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and the messenger’s letters are 21 – the Code of 1221
5:12 Part: So long as you observe the Salat, give the Zakat, and believe in My messengers, and respect
them, and continue to lend GOD a loan of righteousness.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 20 and the messenger’s letters are 34, the difference is 14
5:12 Part: I will then remit your sins, and admit you into gardens with flowing streams.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19
Part: Anyone who disbelieves after this, has indeed strayed off the right path.
Revealed: Both Parts: The GV of Allah letters are 136 and 122, the difference is 14
5:12 Part: So long as you observe the Salat, give the Zakat, and believe in My messengers.
Part: And respect them, and continue to lend GOD a loan of righteousness.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and 8 – the Pattern of 128
5:12 Part: And respect them, and continue to lend GOD a loan of righteousness.
Part: I will then remit your sins, and admit you into gardens with flowing streams.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and 12 – the Pattern of 128
2:143 Part: GOD never puts your worship to waste.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and my letters are 12 – the Pattern of 128
2:143 GOD never puts your worship to waste. GOD is Compassionate towards the people, Most
Merciful.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 17 and the Aleefs are 8 – the Pattern of 178
2:144 GOD is never unaware of anything they do.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and my letters are 12 – the Pattern of 128
2:144 GOD is never unaware of anything they do.
2:149 GOD is never unaware of anything you all do.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 12 and 11, the difference is 1
73:4 Or a little more, and read the Quran from cover to cover.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and my letters are 10, the difference is 1
17:78 Part: You shall observe the Quran at dawn. (Reciting) the Quran at dawn is witnessed.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and messenger’s letters are 11, the difference is 1
47:21 Part 1: Obedience and righteous utterances are expected of them.
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Part 2: If only they showed confidence in ALLAH, when mobilization was called for, it would have
been better for them.
Revealed: The Allah letters are marked as 14 up to Allah, and 19 in the entire verse, revealing
the Sacred Codes of 14-19.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 and the messenger’s letters are 20, the difference is 1
Revealed: Part 2: The messenger’s letters are 14.
The command to observe the Salat is proven through the verses by “revelation of the Miracle of 1,
Miracle of Seven Pairs, and Miracle of 14-19” as given earlier in the Proofs Section. The 14 steps
are hereby confirmed and approved by Allah, glory be to Him.
The 7 Verses of Sura Al-Fatehah (The KEY) are perfectly designed for recitation in the Salat and at
other times for glorification of Allah. The extraordinary and remarkable proofs are as follows:
The Chapter name “Al-Fatehah” is composed of 7 Arabic Letters.
The GV of “Al-Fatehah” is 525 = 7 x 75.
The Verses are 7.
The letters of Allah are 49 = 7 x 7.
The GV of 49 Allah letters is 707 = 7 x 101
If you make sets of 7 Arabic letters, there will be precisely 19 sets, and 6 letters remaining to reveal
the number 719. The sum of the GV’S of every 7 letters adds up to 719 also, Subhan Allah.
The Allah letters are 49 and the messenger’s letters are 79, the sum is 128 to reveal the name of the
messenger.
The 1st and opening verse “Bismillah Al Rahman Al Raheem” has 8 Allah letters and messenger’s
initials are 12 to reveal the pattern of 128.
The GV of Allah letters for “Bismillah Al Rahman Al Raheem” is precisely 128 to reveal the name
of the messenger.
In all the words of the 7 Verses, The Most Wise has selected and used a precise mix and balance of
Quranic Initialed letters and non-initial letters to reveal it as:
14 different Quranic Initials to match with the 14 Quranic Initials marking the 29 chapters, while
using 7 non-initialed letters to reveal the Sacred Formula and Code of
7-14. They are as follows:
Aleef (1)– hey (5) – ha (8) – toay (9) - yey (10) – kaf (20) – laam (30) - meem (40) – noon (50) –
seen (60) – ain (70) – saad (90) – kaaf (100) – rey (200)
These are 14 Quranic Initials that control the Quran and are the SIGN from our Lord for its Divine
Composition and a Revelation from the Creator of the 7 universes.
The GV of 14 Quranic Initials used in Sura Al Fatehah is 693 = 7 x 99
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The 7 non-initialed letters used in Sura 1 are as follows:
Bay (2) – dal (4) – wow (6) – tey (400) – zaal (700) – zoaat (800) – ghain (1000)
The GV of 7 non-initialed letters is 2912 = 7 x 416
The difference in GV’S of non-initialed and initialed letters used is: 2912-6913 = 2219, and the sum is
3605.
The Absolute Control of Allah over the Quran is easily demonstrable by opening up the verses through
the numbers revealed above, which are 693, 2912, the difference of 2219, and the sum of 3605. These
become verses 6:93, 29:12, 22:19 and 36:5. Please read them and note the warnings issued for the
disbelievers who have rejected GOD’s Sacred Codes of the Quran and His messengers.
This brings this sermon to a close. I have expressed to you as best as I could, though there is a lot more
to be narrated. In the end, I warn the followers of the scripture that according to 72:14, you can either
fully submit and remain committed to Allah, or you can become a hypocrite by compromising on the
verses and revelations. Here is the enlightened meaning through the verses as regards to the belief in
messengers with solid proofs from my LORD.
72:13 “When we heard the guidance, we believed therein. Anyone who believes in his Lord will never
fear any injustice, nor any affliction.”
72:14 “Among us are the submitters, and among us are the compromisers.” As for those who
submitted, they are on the right path.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 27 and 28, the proof of Revelation of 1.
72:14 “Among us are the submitters, and among us are the compromisers.” As for those who
submitted, they are on the right path.
72:15 As for the compromisers, they will be fuel for Gehenna (Hell).
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 28 and 14, the difference is 14 – the Seven Pairs
Proof.
72:14 “Among us are the submitters, and among us are the compromisers.”
72:15 As for the compromisers, they will be fuel for Gehenna (Hell).
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19 and 14 – the Sacred Codes Proof.

PRAISE AND GLORY BE TO ALLAH, LORD OF THE UNIVERSE.
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